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“Prevention is worth a 
pound of cure”.



Our goals today

• Engage in conversations WITH YOU about: 
• From a Design and Construction viewpoint, how to 

prevent some of the most common (and repeated) 
mistakes observed over the years during the 
planning and construction phase. 

• Ways to correct those mistakes if they exist. 
• From an agronomic standpoint, what are the most 

cost-effective preventive (and curative) strategies. 



Follow Rule Book (or User)
Requirements and Recommendations



WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE



LAYOUT



Foul Territory Different

25’

20’

25’

20’





Skinned Area Not Defined in Foul Territory

Skin or grass?



No Room for Dugouts

20’



High school baseball dugout too small – only 22’ wide



Age or Organization                             Size of Dugout
6 and under                                            8 feet wide by 20 feet long
7 to 12                                                     8 feet wide by 25 feet long
13 to 16                                                   8 feet wide by 35 feet long
High School Baseball                             8 feet wide by 45 feet long
High School Softball                              8 feet wide by 35 feet long
College Baseball                                   10 feet wide by 60 feet long
College Softball                                    10 feet wide by 50 feet long

Table 12.4 Dugout sizes for different levels of competition



No Room for Dugouts

45’



GRADE



The IDEAL sports field would be flat, but ideal is also not 
realistic for natural OR synthetic systems. A properly 
designed sports field is going to keep water moving across 
and away from the area. 

This field has a 1% slope 
for surface drainage AND it 
also has French drains 
around its perimeter to 
move the water away from 
the site. 



Grade Inconsistent



Isolate Each Field as
an Individual Drainage Unit 



Use an 
Interceptor drain 
and a catch 
basin for the 
drain to empty 
into.



IRRIGATION
Provide Matched Precipitation



The irrigation system distributes about the
 same amount of water over the entire field.

Provide equal spacing from 
side-to-side AND end-to-end.

What is Matched Precipitation?



Spacing Not Equal in All Directions



Actual Dimensions



While we’re on the subject of irrigation
Dr. Goatley and I would like to ask a

Question.

How many rely on the irrigation
controller to deliver the right

amount of water? 



Tools to check soil moisture:
moisture sensor or a screw driver



Grassing and 
Material Selection



Utilize the latest genetics when 
possible in selecting grasses
•Use resources like NTEP, TWCA, university lists, 
consulting with your peers etc., and look for 
‘trends over time’. 

•Don’t expect ‘immediate grassification’ even when 
interseeding improved genetic material.







What was going on here?

• The situation: 
• Glyphosate tolerant bentgrass, the early 2000s.
• Seed used to produce new plants that were confirmed glyphosate tolerant in 

the greenhouse.
• In late summer, introduced the seed into an existing Penncross putting green 

accompanied by aerating and topdressing for site preparation and new 
cultivar establishment.

• Sprayed the green with a labeled glyphosate rate next fall to get rid of the Poa 
and the old bentgrass...

• And 90% of the green was killed by the spray.  



The mix selected for both these sites: 
-62% sand
-19% silt
-19% clay

The rationale for the high school field: “We want only the best for our 
student athletes so we gave them an infield mix that the pros use in 
Baltimore…”





Thatch

Q: Is thatch “good or bad”? 
A: Yes.





This material was not designed for warning tracks



DIY Skinned Area / Warning Track Material Test



Chain-link Fence



One more rail near the bottom will help prevent this



Use two bottom rails from dugout to dugout



“Bottom tension wire” will provide support 



Preventative Pest Control 



Preventative pest control has many 
positives but… 

▪Budget… what is the ROI?
▪Environmental impact? 
▪Time (consider both the Preventative AND 
Curative perspectives)… what’s time worth to you?
▪Particular situation? Consider needs, wants, and 
expectations (yours and your clientele).



A “failed preventative treatment” for weed control. 

PRE crabgrass herbicide 
applied at ideal time in spring 
for crabgrass control on a cool-
season sports field in central 
Virginia. 

But later that summer, the 
SFM determined the PRE 
herbicide had failed in doing 
its job based on weed 
pressure.

What could have happened?



Wormageddon 2021 in the mid-Atlantic! Fall armyworm feeding was devastating to cool-season 
grasses (fescue sod image on left) and significant damage even on bermudagrass sports fields 
(on right).

It is generally unheard of to treat preventatively for FAW as a pest, but should people change 
their perspectives on this given unprecedented FAW pressure of 2021?  



Infield Renovation



How would you 
fix these wet 
spots?



This problem is 
caused by a  
grass hill at the 
edge of the 
skinned area.

The grass hill is extremely 
hard to see in person and 
even harder to photograph.

That’s because 
the hill is very well  
camouflaged by 
the grass.













200 tons of skin material was removed from
this field to reestablish positive surface drainage



Prevention Beats Intervention 
in Sports Field Management

Thank you for joining us today! 
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